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Abstract 

The current understanding of the thermo-mechanical response of cross-laminated timber (CLT) walls 
to fire is insufficiently developed. This paper presents results obtained using a novel experimental 
methodology on fire-exposed CLT walls under sustained loads. The findings demonstrate that global 
instability is likely to be the dominant failure mode for CLT walls in fire. Use of a polyurethane 
adhesive resulted in earlier structural failure than use of a melamine urea formaldehyde adhesive. 
Three-ply walls failed significantly earlier than those with five plies. The combination of these two 
factors caused a halving of failure time between different walls under identical heating conditions. In 
addition, CLT walls were found to collapse during artificially induced cooling phases. It is concluded 
that these findings are centrally relevant considerations for fire design of CLT. 

 

1 Introduction 

Cross-laminated timber (CLT) is an engineered wood (mass timber) product consisting of timber 
boards stacked in alternating grain orientations and held together by polymer adhesives [1, 2]. It is 
manufactured off-site, which facilitates ease of construction and shorter construction time frames 
[3, 4]. All CLT mentioned or referred to in this work and in cited literature is arranged so that the 
wood fibres of the outer boards are aligned in parallel to the main loading direction. The reduced 
embodied energy in mass timber buildings is considered the key driver for the more widespread 
adoption of mass timber as the primary structural material in residential and commercial 
construction [5]. However, since timber is a combustible material, application of mass timber in 
midrise and high-rise buildings raises concerns regarding its design to ensure adequate fire safety 
within  existing safety frameworks, which originate from assumptions of limited areas of 
combustible materials as part of the structure [6].   
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The structural fire safety of buildings has historically been assessed using the widely adopted ‘fire 
resistance’ framework, which – regardless of the structural material being used – requires that 
building elements are able to carry their in-service (i.e. accidental loading case) load whilst being 
exposed to a standardised gas phase temperature versus time curve in a fire resistance testing 
furnace [7-9]. Such thermal exposures are commonly referred to as ‘standard fires’; for purposes of 
this paper all mentions of standard fire exposure refer to one sided exposure to the cellulosic 
standard temperature-time curve defined by ISO 834 [10].  

Mass timber elements like wooden beams and columns have historically been considered to 
demonstrate adequate performance in fire [11] (and within the standard fire resistance design 
framework [12]); however, as engineered mass timber is increasingly used in ever taller buildings 
with more complex compartment geometries, structural fire safety becomes more critical and a 
better understanding of structural fire performance beyond simple pass/fail criteria is essential [6, 
13-18].  

When mass timber is exposed to fire its load bearing capacity is reduced by two linked processes: (1) 
physically by the combined influence of elevated temperature and the internal movement of water 
in the gas phase [19-21], and  (2) chemically through the ongoing pyrolysis of wood to char, which is 
assumed to have negligible remaining strength; this pyrolysis process is assumed to start at 
temperatures of about 200 °C and be completed by about 300 °C [22]. The physical loss of strength 
and stiffness varies between tension, compression, and shear, of which compression is the most 
affected mode. At 100 °C timber in compression is assumed to have lost 75 % and 65 % of its 
strength and elastic modulus, respectively [23, 24]. Thus, a marked loss of structural capacity occurs 
long before the chemical conversion of timber to char is complete. 

CLT is often used for loadbearing walls for vertical and lateral load resistance and to provide 
compartment boundaries. In case of a fire this means that the CLT wall elements must maintain 
sufficient loadbearing capacity throughout the burning duration, and – in line with the fundamental 
intent of the standard fire resistance design framework [25]– during the decay/cooling phase of a 
fire so as to minimise the risk of internal fire spread, and ultimately prevent building collapse. This is 
a particular concern for buildings which may implement a defend-in-place or stay-put evacuation 
strategy – as is the case in residential buildings in some jurisdictions – and in buildings where any 
members of the fire and rescue services can be expected to be within the building during a fire’s 
decay phase. 

Glulam columns have been used in low- and mid-rise buildings for decades, and their behaviour as 
compression elements in fire has therefore been investigated previously [12, 26-28]. CLT walls, 
however, have received only limited research attention.  A paucity of both data and understanding 
exists [29] on the structural fire behaviour of cross-laminated timber walls. Previous research using 
standard fire resistance testing has yielded a limited understanding of the structural behaviour of 
timber structures. This was in part due to difficulties in uncoupling the structural performance from 
the heating conditions as these are influenced by the fuel load from the timber structural 
material [30]. In addition, due to the high cost of standard fire testing, only limited studies have 
investigated the effect of manufacturing parameters, such as adhesive type and ply configuration, on 
the structural fire performance. 

This paper describes a series of experiments designed to study the fire performance of CLT walls 
manufactured using different adhesive types, ply lay ups, and heating severities – including a fire 
decay and structural cooling phase, in which energy is redistributed within the timber section. The 
presented research represents a portion of the first author’s doctoral thesis [31]. The targeted 
experimental design and results allow for a more detailed understanding to meet specific challenges 
[32] in fire safety engineering around designing appropriate timber structural fire systems for 
building use. 
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The following sections provide an overview of the current state of the art of knowledge on CLT 
structural performance in fire, the role of manufacturing parameters (adhesives and ply thickness), 
and the effect of the fire decay and cooling phase on the load bearing capacity of structural timber 
elements, which are all target parameters of the experiments described in this paper. 

1.1 CLT walls fire safety 
Previous experiments by Suzuki et al. [33] found that global buckling was the dominant failure mode 
for CLT walls in standard fire resistance tests. Schmid et al. [34], found that the reduced cross-
section method (RCSM), which is currently advised to calculate the load bearing capacity of timber in 
the Eurocodes [24], was inadequate for predicting the fire resistance duration of CLT walls in 
standard fire tests. Limitations of the RCSM were also reported by Wiesner et al. [35] for non-
standard heating conditions They also reported that the CLT walls with three plies and with thicker 
outer layers, with a configuration of 33-34-33 (mm), failed earlier than those with five plies, with a 
configuration of 20-20-20-20-20 (mm), since thicker outer layers in the three-ply CLT meant that a 
larger proportion of the overall load bearing capacity was damaged earlier by elevated 
temperatures. Bai et al. [36] assessed the residual load bearing capacity of three and five-ply CLT 
after standard fire exposure and found that,  after 20 minutes of standard fire exposure, the three-
ply CLT specimen was able to maintain a higher residual load bearing capacity than the five ply, 
however, after longer (40 minutes) standard fire exposures a higher load bearing capacity was 
measured for the five-ply CLT.  

1.2 Adhesives at high temperatures 
One of the key components for CLT, glulam and LVL structural elements are the adhesives used to 
bind them together. In general, these have been designed to provide equal or greater strength than 
solid timber at ambient temperatures, so that structural failure at ambient temperature by loss of 
adhesion or cohesion in the glue lines of laminated timber products is avoided [37]. However, 
research has shown that different adhesive types perform differently at elevated temperatures 
and/or under changing moisture conditions [38-46]. The two adhesive types considered in this paper 
are melamine urea formaldehyde (MUF) and one-component polyurethane (PU). Some prior studies 
have shown statistically significant differences in adhesion of PU and MUF at elevated temperatures; 
the stiffer, cross-linked MUF adhesives have been reported to display improved elevated 
temperature performance as compared against PU formulations [38, 40, 44, 47, 48]. It is 
noteworthy, however, that large variances in performance exist for different specific PU 
formulations [45, 49]. 

With respect to understanding the impacts of the use of CLT on the structural fire safety design of a 
building, at least two key issues associated with reductions in adhesive performance require 
consideration: (1) debonding, and (2) char fall-off (sometimes referred to as char delamination). The 
former denotes the loss of adhesion between two timber boards whereas the latter describes the 
fall off of char from timber predominantly at the adhesive line. These two phenomena may interact, 
with the former sometimes causing the latter. Loss of composite action due to debonding reduces 
the load bearing capacity of CLT elements [50-55], and the fall off of char exposes ‘fresh’ (i.e. 
uncharred) timber, thus increasing the charring rate and extending the burning duration [56-59].  

1.3 Decay and post burn-out phases 
Structural members exposed in fires must maintain sufficient loadbearing capacity not only during a 
fire, but also throughout the fire’s decay phase after burn out of the moveable fuel load. One of the 
original intents of the development of code-prescribed fire resistance ratings was to implicitly 
account for potential structural failure in the decay phase [60], as described in detail by Law and 
Bisby [25]. Recent research has explored the concern that structural failure may occur during the 
decay and post-burnout phases of a compartment fire due to continued heating of the timber in-
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depth by conduction within a timber cross-section after the peak fire temperatures have occurred. 
The resulting thermal wave within the cross-section can be expected to further reduce the element’s 
structural capacity, possibly leading to collapse sometime after a fire has reached peak temperatures 
or even after it has been extinguished [61-63].  

Compartment fire tests have also shown that specific CLT slabs in bending were able to initially 
survive burnout fires, but that one specimen eventually failed under sustained load of 5 % of its 
ultimate ambient capacity, due to ongoing timber smouldering [16]. This failure was observed 29 
hours after the fire had burnt out. Plate thermometer measurements had reduced to 85 °C at the 
point of burnout, 250 minutes after ignition. Recent studies by Hirashima et al. [64] have presented 
post heating failure of glulam columns under sustained loads after various durations of standard 
furnace testing. Temperatures in-depth within the columns were observed to continue to increase 
for 10 hours after the fire, due to a combination of ongoing timber smouldering and conductive heat 
transfer. Gernay [63]  applied numerical modelling to timber column data by Stanke et al. [65] and 
showed that the burnout resistances fell into a range between 20 and 50 % of the ‘standard’ fire 
resistance, indicating that the timber columns continued to lose load bearing capacity despite a 
decrease in thermal exposure, i.e. when a “cooling phase” was considered. These values are 
significantly lower than those for concrete columns, for which the burnout resistance was estimated 
as being about 72 % of the ‘standard’ fire resistance [66]. 

In CLT, the thermal penetration of both the whole wall assembly and of the individual plies are 
important considerations and their magnitude will depend on the external heating conditions and 
the material properties of the individual layers. No targeted studies on the post heating structural 
capacity of CLT walls exist, to the authors’ knowledge. 

2 Methodology 

To address the knowledge gaps outlined above, a custom-made loading and simultaneous heating 
set-up was constructed to carefully control thermal and mechanical boundary conditions. The 
objective of this set-up was to illuminate the thermo-mechanical behaviour of CLT walls made from 
the same timber but with different adhesive types and ply thicknesses. Different radiant heating 
durations and intensities were chosen to assess time to failures and consequences of a cooling phase 
and of low thermal exposures. Instrumentation was carefully applied to measure in-depth 
temperatures and deflections. An annotated image of the set-up is shown in Figure 1 and detailed 
descriptions are given in the following subsections. 
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Figure 1 - Experimental set-up of the loading frame, radiant panels and instrumentation underneath an extraction hood. 

 

2.1 Materials 
The CLT used for the experiments presented herein was manufactured from Picea abies into CLT 
consisting of either three plies with thicknesses of 40-20-40 mm or five plies with thicknesses of 20-
20-20-20-20 mm, thus selecting CLT wall panels that were 100 mm in thickness for both 
configurations. This thickness is typical of CLT products in industry (although thicker panels are 
possible) and has been assessed in previous tests and studies by other researchers [59, 67-69]. For 
both chosen configurations the fibre direction of the outer layers was parallel to the primary load 
bearing direction. For the five-ply system this was also true for the middle layer. The strength grades 
of the boards was C24 [70] with an admissible 10 % share of C16 [71]. The adhesive types used to 
manufacture the panels were either a one-component polyurethane (PU) adhesive or a melamine 
urea formaldehyde (MUF) adhesive. These parameter variations led to four combinations of ply 
configuration and adhesive type. All walls tested in the study presented herein were 300 mm wide 
and 1700 mm tall, with the outermost plies oriented vertically in both cases. 

All specimens were stored in a temperature and moisture-controlled room prior to testing to ensure 
consistent test conditions. Oven drying on sacrificial samples showed mean moisture contents of 9 % 
with a standard error of 0.1 % at the time of testing. At this moisture content the specimens’ mean 
bulk density was 463 kg/m3 with a standard deviation of 16 kg/m3 (the estimated coefficient of 
variation was 4 %). 

In separate characterisation tests, published in [72], the ultimate pure compressive strength of the 
CLT was measured on samples with width of 100 mm, a height of 200 mm, and a depth of either 150 
or 100 mm and no significant differences in compressive strength between the two adhesive types 
were evident at ambient temperature. The five-ply CLT was, however, observed to have a higher 
compressive strength than the CLT with three plies. This was attributed to a lamella effect, wherein 
the presence of more plies can better compensate for weaknesses in the individual timber boards 
[72]. The same CLT used in this study was also tested in four point bending on beams with width 300 
mm, depth 100 mm, and 3000 mm length in a separate companion study [50], and no statistically 
significant differences were found between the two adhesive types at ambient temperatures; 
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however, again specimens with five plies had a higher apparent elastic modulus due to significant 
shear deformations occurring in the cross ply in the three-ply specimens. 

2.2 Ambient temperature reference tests 
Ambient temperature reference experiments were performed in duplicate for each of the four 
distinct CLT configurations to determine their ultimate load bearing capacity. The specimens were 
fitted with loading brackets at their ends and placed in a pinned-pinned vertical self-reacting loading 
frame (see Figure 2), and loaded under nominally concentric uniaxial compression to failure at a rate 
of 20 kN/min. These boundary conditions were chosen as a worst-case scenario and to minimise 
effects of boundary conditions on the results. Loading was imposed via a hydraulic jack connected to 
an inline pressure sensor and a hydraulic power pack. Lateral deflections of the walls were measured 
using digital image correlation [73] along with three linear potentiometers at the columns’ quarter 
points. 

 

Figure 2 – Drawings of the experimental set-up for reference tests at ambient temperature conditions showing a) the 
elevation view of the overall set-up, b) a detail of the top connection, with dimension of the tolerance in the connector 

bracket, c) isometric view of the steel loading brackets, d) detailed view of the bottom connection, and e) detailed view of 
the bottom connection, highlighting the holes for screw fixings. 
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2.3 Heated Experiments 

2.3.1 Loading 
A custom-built reaction frame, as previously described by Wiesner et al. [35], was fitted with a 
hydraulic jack to apply a sustained load to the walls during heating. Two loading brackets with steel 
rollers slotted into matching grooves ensured pinned-pinned end connections and enabled buckling 
failure.; This simplified the analysis by creating an effective length factor of 1.0 for buckling. In a real 
building the mechanical boundary conditions may differ, which could reduce the progression of 
eccentricity as the cross-section is reduced due to fire exposure. Details of the loading frame and the 
overall experimental design are shown in Figure 3. The walls were initially loaded at ambient 
temperature conditions, at a rate of 20 kN/min, until the target loads of either 60.0 kN or 78.4 kN 
were reached, for five and three-ply CLT walls, respectively 

These target loads were  determined by considering the CLT manufacturers’ guidance [71] on 
permissible ultimate loads, which are determined from calculations within EN 1995-1-1 [74] and the 
assumption of lateral loads of 1 kN/m2. The resulting loads were then scaled by a factor, µ, of 0.5 for 
the fire situation, based on guidance in EN 1995-1-2 which recommends a value of 0.6 [24]. The 
slightly further reduced value of µ = 0.5 was required due the maximum capacity of the loading 
frame. It was decided to not vary the load ratio beyond these determined loads as this allows a 
better focus on the other variables investigated in this study (adhesive type, ply configuration, and 
heating scenario). The ultimate Euler buckling loads of the walls were calculated as 744 and 932 kN, 
for five and three-ply CLT, respectively. 

The sustained loads applied during these experiments can be placed into context by considering 
recommended loads in PRG 320 [75] that deals with qualification tests for CLT; these correspond to 
25 % of the allowable stress design (ADS) values. If the timber used in the current study is equivalent 
to quality class E1 from North America, then the recommended load would be 55.8 kN for the five-
ply samples and 74.4 kN for the three-ply specimens. Hence, the applied loads of 60.0 kN and 
78.4 kN used herein can be considered broadly representative of credible worst-case in-service 
loading conditions across various jurisdictions.  Alternative calculation methods, e.g. by Thiel and 
Brandner [76], are available and would yield similar results under assumption of a permanent load. 
Herein the scaled loads from the manufacturers were used as they offered the simplest approach 
that avoided ambiguity of potentially inbuilt or applied safety factors.  

The hydraulic power pack connected to the jack was set to maintain constant pressure once the 
target loads were reached. Once this was completed, the load was held at ambient temperature for 
a minimum of 2 minutes, and the walls were then exposed to heating as described below.  

2.3.2 Thermal exposure 
The walls were partially insulated (prior to loading) along their front faces and fully insulated along 
their side faces, limiting the area of timber directly exposed to heating to a 300 mm by 300 mm 
window at mid-height. An array of propane fuelled radiant panels were placed at pre-calibrated 
distances from the exposed area, leading to constant incident heat fluxes. This set-up was chosen to 
promote one-dimensional thermal gradients within the CLT walls. The area of heating was chosen as 
limited to the central portion to allow for better control of the thermal boundary conditions and to 
minimise the effect of flames from timber on the loading frame. In addition this set-up protected the 
pinned connections from heating, since elevated temperatures in connections were previously 
reported to alter the failure mode [77]. The intent of this heating set-up was not to replicate a real 
fire, but to impose controlled, symmetrical, experimental heating conditions that allowed 
elucidation of the thermo-mechanical response of the material. The chosen set-up of radiant panels 
allows for higher oxygen flow across the exposed timber surface, as compared to the conditions in a 
ventilation-controlled (i.e., Regime I) fire. Consequently, char oxidation may progress more rapidly in 
these experiments than in a real fire in small compartments, and thus charring rates and thermal 
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penetrations may not be directly translatable to some real-world situations. The insulation used was 
25 mm Rockwool Beamclad® [78] and was tightly fixed to the CLT using screws and washers. 
Insulation edges and joints were sealed using fire cement. 

Three types of thermal exposure were chosen:  

 (1) full exposure to a ‘high’ heat flux with a spatial mean of 51 kW/m2 until failure,  

 (2) exposure to a ‘high’ heat flux condition with a spatial mean of 51 kW/m2 for a pre-
 determined duration with the sample subsequently allowed to cool whilst continually 
 monitoring the thermal penetration and mechanical performance (i.e. a “cooling phase”), 
 and  

 (3) a ‘low’ heat flux exposure of 15 kW/m2 intended to induce smouldering without flaming 
 combustion of the timber.  

 

 

Figure 3 – Drawings of the set-up for heated experiments. a) side view of the setup, b) Front view with exposed timber 
obscured by radiant panels, c) plan view of the setup with stability legs, d) section view of top connection bracket and 

insulation detail, e) section view of central portion showing insulated CLT, f) section view of the bottom stand and 
connection bracket, showing hydraulic jack with extended piston., and g) photograph of exposed timber front. 

A heat flux of 51 kW/m2 is within the order of magnitude of  the thermal exposures experienced in a 
standard fire resistance test furnace lined with brick (mean gross incident heat flux of 78 kW/m2 
over 60 minutes [79]) or expected in real compartment fires with continuous flaming [79, 80]. In 
addition, this thermal exposure will lead to temperature progression that is dominated by heat 
transfer, rather than chemical reaction rates.   

The chosen lower heat flux of 15 kW/m2 will elicit a mixed response of heat transfer and chemical 
reaction rates. This is relevant to assess the response of CLT walls that undergo pyrolysis in the 
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absence of flames, this may be relevant for heating below plasterboard in encapsulated timber. In 
addition, past research has shown that the incident heat flux to surfaces in large, open compartment 
fires during traveling fires is likely to be comparatively low [81, 82]. 

The first specimen tested in the ‘low’ heat flux series (Specimen 3MF015_01) was exposed to a mean 
heat flux of around 21 kW/m2; this value was used as this was the first ‘low’ heat flux experiment 
performed, and this heat flux is less than most non-piloted ignition heat fluxes for timber cited in 
literature [83]. Initially, no ignition or flaming was observed for this specimen (as intended); 
however, after five minutes of heating a small piece of char spalled off the specimen, bounced off 
the radiant panels, and ignited the pyrolysis gases as it bounced back towards the specimen surface, 
thereby causing ignition followed by flaming combustion. This unexpected ignition mechanism 
introduced an unwanted element of uncertainty, and it was therefore decided to reduce the heat 
flux for subsequent specimens to an average incident radiant heat flux of 15 kW/m2. 

The selected duration of the limited duration heat flux tests in (2) were informed by results of the 
high heat flux tests in (1). These heating durations were 15 and 25 minutes for three- and five-ply 
CLT, respectively, and corresponded to approximately 75 % of the minimum observed exposure 
times to failure under sustained heating of the same severity. This excluded the possibility of failure 
during the heating period and would yield a controlled artificially induced cooling phase. The 
different thermal exposures used in the current experimental programme are summarised in Figure 
4. 

The test matrix for all experiments in this study is shown in Table 1. Individual experiments are 
designated by the number of plies in the specimen, the adhesive, the target heat flux in kW/m2, and 
for experiments with limited duration the letter P. In addition, specific specimens are designated as 
either ‘01', or ‘02’ at the end of the designation string to distinguish between the repeats. For 
example, the second repeat of a five-ply polyurethane bonded CLT wall exposed to a ‘high’ heat flux 
with limited heating duration is designated as 5PU050P_02. 

Table 1 – Experimental matrix 

Designation 
Number of plies Adhesive 

Heat flux 

[kW/m2] 
Heat duration n 

3 5 MUF PU None  51 15 To failure Limited  

3MF x  x  x   x  2 

3PU x   x x   x  2 

5MF  x x  x   x  2 

5PU  x  x x   x  2 

3MF050 x  x   x  x  2 

3PU050 x   x  x  x  2 

5MF050  x x   x  x  2 

5PU050  x  x  x  x  2 

3MF050P x  x   x   x 2 

3PU050P x   x  x   x 2 

5MF050P  x x   x   x 2 

5PU050P  x  x  x   x 2 

3MF015 x  x    x x  1 

3PU015 x   x   x x  2 

5MF015  x x    x x  2 

5PU015  x  x   x x  2 
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Figure 4 – Incident radiant heat flux histories and magnitudes applied in the heated tests. 

2.3.3 Instrumentation 
The lateral deflections of the walls were measured at five second intervals using a circle tracking 
scheme using digital image correlation, with targets placed on the trailing edge of the unexposed 
side of the walls. Details of this procedure and its validation are published elsewhere [84]. The 
applied loads were calculated from a pressure transducer connected to the hydraulic power pack. 

Seventeen K-type Inconel sheathed Thermocouples (TCs) with a 1.5 mm diameter were placed into 
predrilled holes from the unexposed surface. These holes were drilled using a custom designed 
automated drilling system, and were ‘stepped’ so that the final 8 mm of each hole had a diameter of 
1.5 mm whilst the remaining depth had a diameter of 2 mm. This ensured that TCs could be placed 
into the holes with relative ease, but would have a snug fit near their measurement tip. The in-plane 
locations of the TCs were arranged in a circle around a centre point, as shown in Figure 5.  This 
arrangement was chosen so as to place thermocouples as close as possible to each other (to 
approximate a spot measurement at the geometric centre) whilst maintaining a minimum distance 
between TCs and minimise the influence of each thermocouple on its neighbours. This was done 
based on optimal packing density as described by Graham et al. [85], thereby achieving the highest 
possible proximity of thermocouples whilst maintaining a minimum spacing of 10 mm. A greater 
density of thermocouples was placed close to the exposed surface so as to better capture steep 
thermal gradients. 

Due to their comparatively high thermal conductivity, Inconel sheathed thermocouples are likely to 
cause thermal disturbances in low thermal conductivity materials such as timber; this results in 
measured temperatures which are artificially lower than they would be without thermocouples 
present [86-88]. The temperatures and char depths presented herein were therefore corrected using 
a simplified procedure based on work by Beck [86] and validated against final char depths, as 
described by Wiesner [31].  
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Figure 5 – Placement of thermocouples for solid phase measurements, showing location relative to centre of exposed area 
and placement distance from the exposed surface. The projected viewport is magnified for better readability. 

3 Results 

3.1 Ambient test results 
All ambient temperature reference wall specimens failed due to global lateral buckling. Both the 
ultimate failure load and the deflection path to failure differed somewhat between tests as shown in 
Figure 6. The largest failure load (for sample MF_02) corresponded with minimal lateral deflection, 
approaching ideal Euler buckling loads before sudden lateral instability failure occurred. For 
specimens with low failure loads deflections occurred at lower load levels, highlighting geometric or 
material imperfections in the walls or inadvertent eccentricities in the placement of the mounting 
and loading brackets. The variation in failure loads for these experiments is considered to have been 
caused primarily by inadvertent initial eccentricities in the loading set-up, rather than due to 
underlying differences in the specimens. Such eccentricities may have arisen from the +/- 1 mm of 
tolerance in the loading brackets (needed to ensure that they could be mounted onto all specimens, 
see Figure 2 b)). Specimen MF_02 experienced a drop-in load during testing, which was caused by a 
sudden pressure loss, which was immediately corrected, as can be observed from the load deflection 
curve.  An analysis of variance (ANOVA) resulted in p-values of 0.07 and 0.20 for adhesive type and 
ply layup, respectively, suggesting that any differences in load bearing capacity cannot be 
confidently attributed to systematic differences in the underlying population of CLT walls for this 
study. The absence of adhesive effects at ambient temperature is also confirmed by previous 
experiments on the same timber sample population in pure compression and bending [50, 72]. For 
the experiments with one sided heating exposure, any initial imperfections are considered unlikely 
to significantly influence the specimens’ structural fire responses, since eccentricities induced by 
charring are much larger than those resulting from the mechanical loading. Compared to the 
measured ultimate ambient loads (which varied) the applied fire load corresponds to 10-12 % of this 
value. 
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Figure 6 – Axial compressive load versus mid-height lateral deflection for ambient temperature tests for a) three-ply CLT, 
and b) five-ply CLT walls. 

3.2 High thermal exposure 
The experimentally estimated char depths and lateral mid-span deflections for CLT walls exposed to 
51 kW/m2 are shown in Figure 7 a) and 7 b), respectively. The progression of the char was estimated 
using an interpolated 300 °C isotherm at every timestep. The shaded areas show the 90 % 
confidence intervals of the char depth, determined using 1000 bootstrap (sampling with 
replacement) [89] assessments of the temperature profiles and associated 300 °C isotherm at every 
timestep. Char fall-off was observed for both five-ply specimens bonded with PU adhesive type. 

The final measured char depth is shown by individual markers, with minimum and maximum char 
depths denoted with error bars. The final char depth is seen to fall within the confidence interval for 
most cases. No significant deviation of the char depth was observed for the char depth and rate of 
charring for the early stages of the fire, and only 5PU050_01 experienced a significantly higher char 
depth compared to the other five-ply experiments; this could have been influenced by char fall-off, 
which was observed only for the five-ply PU experiments.  

For all specimens in Figure 7 b) structural failure is seen to be preceded by an increase in the lateral 
mid-height deflections. Experiments with different numbers of plies and different adhesives can be 
visually distinguished; three-ply specimens bonded with PU failed after 20 minutes, whilst three-ply 
specimens bonded with MUF failed after about 30 minutes. Failure was measured as the loss of load 
bearing capacity which was marked by material failure and observed from the measured pressure of 
the hydraulic jack. Both the deflection paths to failure and the failure times of the repeat 
experiments for these three-ply experiments were similar, demonstrating repeatability. For five-ply 
specimens the repeatability was reduced, yet the PU bonded specimens were again observed to fail 
earlier than those bonded with MUF. The shortest failure time for PU bonded five ply specimens was 
34 minutes, for MUF bonded counterparts it was 41 minutes. The reduced repeatability for five-ply 
experiments is expected, because of their longer duration. This results in processes such as cracking 
and char oxidation having a more significant role in the heat transfer. Experiment 5MF050_01 had to 
be terminated prior to failure due to the insulation fasteners failing and the entire specimen 
becoming exposed and resulting in unsafe laboratory conditions. No insulation failures occurred in 
any of the other experiments. 
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Figure 7 – a) Char depths from 300°C isotherm, and b) lateral deflections at mid height for CLT walls exposed to ‘high’ 
radiative heat flux until failure. Shaded areas show 90 % confidence intervals, markers show final measured char depth. 

3.3 Limited duration heating 
The typical observed sequence of events for CLT walls exposed to ‘limited duration’ heating is shown 
in Figure 8. Non-piloted ignition between 10 and 18 seconds after exposure to heating was followed 
by continuous flaming combustion after initial charring, and self-extinction once the incident heat 
flux was removed by stopping the gas supply to the radiant panels (note that the panels were left in 
place during cooling). 

The char depths for the heating and cooling phases for the limited duration experiments are given in  
Figure 9 a). The radiant panels were switched off after 15 and 25 minutes for three and five ply CLT, 
respectively, approximately 75 % of the minimum failure time that was observed for the specimens 
shown in Figure 7 b). It can be seen that char progression halted when the external heat source was 
removed, thus highlighting self-extinction (of both flaming and smouldering) of the timber in the 
absence of a sufficient external heat flux. The char progression between experiments was very 
similar before the heat was removed. 
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Figure 8 – Photos showing stages of experiment for walls subjected to limited duration ‘high’ heat flux. a) 15 seconds after 
heating exposure began and auto-ignition occurred, b) 10 seconds before the propane flow to the radiant panel array was 

halted and, c) 10 seconds after the propane flow was halted. 

Figure 9 b), shows the measured deflections for CLT specimens with a cooling phase. For three-ply 
CLT, the radiant panel array was switched off after 15 minutes of heating, at which point the rate of 
deflection decreases, followed by a long duration of continuous but mild deflection increase until 
the experiments were eventually terminated without structural failure occurring after more than 
three hours. For five-ply CLT, the radiant panel array was switched off after 25 minutes. At this point, 
for some tests, a temporary reduction in the deflection rates was observed; however, this was 
followed by continuously increasing deflections leading eventually to global buckling failure for all 
four specimens. Five-ply PU bonded specimens failed significantly earlier than those bonded with 
MUF adhesive, and the variance between the two adhesive types was larger than within the 
adhesive types. For the three-ply specimens it was observed that the PU bonded specimens 
experienced higher deflections than those bonded with MUF adhesive. 
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Figure 9 – a) Char depths from 300°C isotherm, and b) lateral deflections at mid height for CLT walls exposed to ‘high’ 
radiative heat flux for a limited duration with a subsequent cooling phase. Shaded areas show 90 % confidence intervals of 

char depth, markers show final measured char depth. 

3.4 Low heating 
Char progression and associated lateral deflection paths during heating for specimens heated with a 
sustained imposed incident radiant heat flux of 15 kW/m2 (i.e. a ‘low’ heat flux) are given in Figure 
10 a) and b), respectively. The times to failure were double or more those that were measured for 
the CLT walls that were exposed to a ‘high’ heat flux (see Figure 7 b). For the low heat flux tests, 
flaming was only observed for specimens comprising five plies using PU adhesive; for these 
specimens localised char fall-off occurred, leading to flaming combustion from the areas of 
subsequently exposed uncharred timber, which eventually self-extinguished after 7 minutes. The 
localised char fall-off and flaming also explains the relatively large difference in final char depth and 
estimated char depth presented in Figure 10 a), although the final char depths were within the 90 % 
confidence interval for the location of the 300 °C isotherm.  
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Figure 10 – a) Char depths from 300°C isotherm, and b) lateral deflections at mid height for CLT walls exposed to ‘low’ 
radiative heat flux until failure. Shaded areas show 90 % confidence intervals of char depth, markers show final measured 

char depth. 

4 Discussion 

4.1 Effect of adhesives  
The results from the experiments presented in the preceding section show, based on Figures 7, 9, 
and 10, that CLT bonded with PU adhesive sustained larger deflections for a given thermal exposure 
severity and duration, resulting in shorter times to failure than when MUF adhesive was used, both 
for three and five-plies. The effects of adhesive differences are particularly evident in Figure 7 b) 
showing the lateral deflection for ‘high’ heat flux exposure until failure. Specimens with either 
adhesive type exhibited repeatability for nominally identical repeat experiments. Failure for the MUF 
bonded three-ply CLT sample (at 30 minutes of heating) occurred 10 minutes later than for the PU 
bonded sample (at 20 minutes of heating); an increase of 50 %. The close alignment of these repeat 
experiments suggests that potential variability in the timber is unlikely to have caused this 
difference. The only difference in experimental parameters between these experiments was the 
adhesive type, so the data provide supportive evidence that failure was caused by differences in 
thermal performance of the adhesive types. While it is known that different adhesives exhibit 
different thermal performance, the significant effect of structural performance has not previously 
been highlighted. 
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4.2 Effect of ply configuration 
Irrespective of adhesive type, three-ply CLT specimens failed earlier than five-ply samples, despite 
similar in-depth char progression. The more pronounced deflections and earlier failures of the three-
ply specimens can be explained by the absence of a cross-wise, ‘sacrificial’ layer in the first 40 mm of 
load bearing timber; which is deteriorated by the progressing thermal, moisture, and pyrolysis 
fronts) 

In the five-ply configuration, almost one third of the total load bearing capacity is directly exposed to 
the fire before the structurally weak orthogonal layers temporarily reduce the rate of global load 
bearing capacity losses. For the three-ply configuration, the outer ply represents almost 50 % of the 
total load bearing capacity and experiences significant heat induced deterioration from the outset in 
the experiments presented herein. This also means a more rapid shift of the neutral axis of bending 
and subsequent more significant secondary bending (i.e. P-delta) effects.  

Thicker parallel (i.e. stiffer) timber layers will also cause larger shear stresses [90, 91] within the 
section and along the bond lines, which will amplify the effects of weakening adhesive bond strength 
on the structural load bearing capacity. This will further reduce composite action, which in turn will 
further reduce the global axial-flexural stiffness, thus increasing lateral deflections and ultimately 
contributing to earlier failure. This loss of composite action has previously been observed by 
Wiesner et al. [50] for CLT beams (with the same adhesives and ply configurations) subjected to 
sustained four-point bending at temperatures up to 150 °C.  

The increased lateral deflections and reduced load-bearing capacity of CLT with thick outer layers 
epitomizes a structural fire engineering paradox for fire-exposed load-bearing CLT elements: thicker 
outer layers are desirable for ambient temperature conditions, from a structural mechanics 
perspective, as they place more load bearing timber further from the neutral axis. In addition, from a 
fire dynamics perspective, thicker outer layers are likely to result in delayed char fall-off [57, 69]; this 
was also observed in the tests herein. This increases the likelihood that self-extinction can be 
achieved in a timber compartment after burn out of the moveable fuel load. For structural fire 
safety, however, the thicker outer layer leads to a reduced structural capacity in fire (compared to 
more thinner layers). Thus, structural fire safety should be considered explicitly, rather than as a 
combination of ambient temperature performance and considerations of fire dynamics. 

Char fall-off was observed only for five-ply PU bonded specimens across for all thermal exposures. 
Three-ply PU specimens either failed before char fall-off occurred or heating was stopped before 
charring reached the bond line. Despite the char fall off, char progression did not deviate 
significantly between experiments within the same heating regimes, at least not to the point that 
the different structural outcomes could be explained solely by differences in char progression.  

The fact that the three-ply specimens tested under full ‘high’ heat flux (see Figure 7 b) showed 
distinct structural performance, despite the absence of char fall-off in these experiments, strongly 
suggests that the adhesive performance was a relevant parameter prior to char fall-off, as well as an 
important consideration beyond relevant thermal exposure.  

4.3 Effect of adhesive and plies across heating exposures 
The three different thermal exposures created different heat transfer conditions within the tested 
CLT walls, and it is thus not straightforward to draw direct comparisons between the results with 
respect to their structural fire performance. However, the times to failure can be normalised within 
each exposure group by dividing them by the mean failure time for each experimental series (i.e. 
‘high’, ‘limited duration’ and ‘low’ heat flux exposure). The resulting normalised values can then be 
compared across exposures.  
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The margins of normalised performance are shown in Figure 11, separated by the four variable 
configuration parameters. A value of zero indicates that a particular theoretical specimen would 
represent the mean performance within its group, and negative and positive margin values indicate 
below and above average performances, respectively. Three-ply PU bonded specimens had below 
average mean performance, while five-ply MUF bonded samples exhibited above average 
performance. These data, and p-values of 0.004 and 0.001 for adhesive type and ply layup, 
respectively, arising from ANOVA of the relative failure times, confirm the visual interpretation of 
Figure 11: the difference in structural performance between PU and MUF bonded specimens, as well 
as between three-ply and five-ply specimens, is considered to be statistically significant (i.e. not 
caused by random variation within the underlying populations). 

 

Figure 11 – Boxplot and individual datapoints of adhesive type and ply configuration for the margin of deviation of 
measured failure time from the normalised mean failure time within the experimental groups. 

The above observations mean that the adhesive type and ply configuration have practical 
implications for structural fire safety and should be considered when cross-laminated timber 
elements are selected by structural engineering designers. Considering the failure times for 
individual specimens tested under ‘high’ heat flux exposures (see Figure 7 b)), it appears that the 
time that load bearing capacity is maintained under heating can be increased from 20 minutes to 
more than 40 minutes, simply by a change of adhesive type (from PU to MUF) and the use of five 
plies instead of three. It should also be considered that the majority of the five-ply PU specimens 
showed failure times above the mean failure time within their group. When considering individual 
specimens in figures 7b) and 10b) it can be seen that five-ply PU specimens may perform as well or 
better than those bonded with MF. Thus, polyurethane adhesive types may lead to equivalent 
performance as melamine formaldehyde bonded samples, if char fall-off or its effects on the 
charring rate ca be minimised. However, this is not the case for three-ply configurations. 

The work presented in this paper provides new knowledge for manufacturers and designers seeking 
to optimise the design of CLT buildings, whilst also adequately considering safety, health, cost, 
manufacturing, and other considerations. 

4.4 Failure during ‘cooling’ 
In tests with a forced cooling phase, the outcomes of which are detailed in subsection 3.3, 
specimens bonded with five plies were observed to fail after the external heat source was removed, 
following an exposure duration equal to 75 % of the duration required to cause failure under 
constant exposure. None of the three-ply samples failed under a similar condition. From Figure 9 a) 
the char progression halted when heating was removed, so the failure in this case was likely caused 
by loss of strength and stiffness associated with continued penetration of the thermal and moisture 
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waves into the timber. This is an expected behaviour when subjecting thermally thick objects to one-
sided heating. 

The fact that only the five-ply samples, but none of the three-ply samples, failed is considered 
noteworthy, given that both sample sets were exposed to the same fraction (0.75) of their minimum 
expected time to failure from full ‘high’ heat flux exposure experiments, especially when considering 
that the three-ply specimens have a normalised lower performance, if tested to failure. This 
highlights a non-linear relationship between exposure duration and failure in the ‘cooling’ phase, 
and indicates that higher fuel loads and longer fires in timber compartments are more likely to lead 
to a structural point of no return, where deflections incurred during the fire’s steady burning phase 
may have reduced the stability of the walls sufficiently so that further disturbances (i.e. any further 
material deterioration, or changes in load) could cause instability and failure. 

Timber stiffness losses from heat and moisture movement are irrecoverable [50] under sustained 
loads, and therefore timber will not regain its structural capacity when cooled. In addition, heat and 
moisture movement to initially cool sections of the timber cross section will continue to weaken 
formerly unaffected timber and increase the likelihood of global instability of the structural element. 
The median in-depth temperature profiles, alongside 80 % confidence intervals, for five-ply 
specimens are shown in Figure 12 a) for 15 and 25 minutes of heating, before heat was removed and 
natural cooling induced. The thermal profiles are closely aligned; this highlights the high 
repeatability of the thermal exposure and suggests that the differing structural performance during 
the cooling phase was not caused by variation in the initial thermal exposure.  Figure 12 b) shows 
the temperature profile of each of these specimens at the time of their structural failure alongside 
the median measured char depth. Due to the shorter structural failure time, the internal 
temperatures are higher for the PU bonded specimens in the region of the original char depth (29 to 
30 mm). On the other hand, the MF bonded specimens display warmer temperatures at the 
unexposed surface. This arises because they fail later, so there is more time for heat to penetrate 
deeper into the timber, which is the cause of the ongoing reductions in structural capacity, until 
failure occurs. The PU bonded specimens also show lower confidence in the median temperature 
readings; this is caused by the occurrence of char fall-off, which creates and uneven char layer with 
gaps and fissures. Openings in the char layer enable higher airflow to the char, causing oxidation of 
the char layer and the generation of additional heat [92].  

 

Figure 12 – In-depth CLT temperature profiles for five-ply specimens subjected to ‘partial’ heating for a) selected heating 
durations, and b) time of failure, consisting of 25 minutes heating with subsequent cooling until failure. Shaded areas 

denote 80 % confidence interval of temperature profiles. 
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In addition to the heat profiles at failure, the transient temperature readings of selected 
thermocouples can also be consulted for an improved understanding of the failure in the cooling 
phase. The charring depth for the five-ply specimens from Figure 9 a) reaches to about 30 mm from 
the exposed surface; this is about halfway through the second cross-wise layer, which is not 
assumed to contribute markedly to the load bearing capacity. The next parallel, load bearing layers 
are located between 40 and 60 mm, and 80 to 100 mm. Thus Figure 13a) and b) show the 
temperature readings for five-ply walls bonded with PU and MUF, respectively, at selected 
temperatures demarking the boundary of these sections. The corresponding reductions in elastic 
modulus, according to Eurocode 5 [24], are shown in Figure 13 b) and c) respectively. The graphs 
show a low continued reduction at 43 and 52 (i.e. halfway through the first remaining load bearing 
layer) after the heating was removed, however, this portion of timber was already reduced to almost 
22 % of its original stiffness.  At 62 and 63 mm a drop from approximately 50 to 35 % of residual 
elastic modulus can be observed, indicating a marked ongoing weakening of the second half of this 
parallel layer of timber. The last parallel layer, which at this point will carry the majority of the load 
can also be observed to undergo continued weakening after the heat was removed and charring 
stopped. These temperature reductions highlight that significant reductions in structural capacity of 
CLT walls can be expected after a fire. However, it can also be observed that the temperatures peak 
and cool, and the reductions therefore plateau, before failure was observed. Thus, the continued 
deflections and ultimate failure cannot be attributed solely to the attenuated thermal wave.  
Ultimately, the ongoing loss of stiffness is likely a combination of temperatures, creep (which is also 
linked to temperatures) and moisture movement, affecting both the timber and the adhesives. A 
more detailed analysis requires consideration of the overall stability of the CLT wall system and its 
deflections; this is out of scope of this publication but further work is ongoing. 

 

Figure 13 – Thermocouple measurements for a five-ply wall a) bonded with MUF and b) bonded with PU adhesive type. The 
corresponding temperature induced changes in elastic modulus according to Eurocode 5 are shown in c) and d) respectively. 

Selected temperature readings and corresponding stiffness losses for three-ply CLT walls were 
selected based on similar reasoning as for the five-ply walls (i.e. based on remaining parallel layers) 
and are shown in Figure 14. The reductions in the uncharred part of the first parallel layer are severe 
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overall, but this can be attributed to the heating phase and the losses in the cooling phase are small. 
The final reductions at approximately 80 mm are lower than those for the five-ply samples, which 
could be expected due to the shorter applied heating time. 

 

Figure 14 - Thermocouple measurements for a three-ply wall a) bonded with MUF and b) bonded with PU adhesive type. 
The corresponding temperature induced changes in elastic modulus according to Eurocode 5 are shown in c) and d) 

respectively. 

The continuous slow lateral deflections of the three-ply specimens shown in Figure 9 b) suggest that 
these specimens could also have failed eventually, given sufficient experimental durations under 
sustained load; this might be caused either creep deformations or possibly ongoing smouldering in 
the samples at locations that were not directly instrumented. However, no signs of smouldering 
were visually observed for these experiments. 

Structural failure of timber elements after a fire has previously been highlighted as a source of 
concern [61, 63, 64], yet explicit measures to address this are not currently implemented in any 
design guidance documents internationally. This is true for any building material.   

The potential for structural failure after a fire has burned out is also a credible concern for fire and 
rescue operations, and for the protection of property (as determined by the building fire safety 
strategy). Designers should therefore endeavour to consider failure throughout all stages of a fire 
and until all timber has returned to ambient temperature, particularly in tall and complex buildings. 
Additional research on timber exposed to heating and cooling is therefore recommended, as is 
further exploration of potential smouldering combustion following mass timber compartment fires.  

4.5 Failure modes 
All samples failed in global buckling after experiencing rapidly accelerating lateral deflections as is 
evident in Figures 7, 9, and 10; this was also confirmed visually during testing. The ultimate material 
failure of the CLT walls was tensile rupture of timber on the cold side; however, the onset of 
runaway deflections occurred before this rupture and can be attributed to ductile yielding of heated 
timber in compression. Once this occurred, the bending moments in the walls increased further due 
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to P-Delta effects. Failure was therefore governed by the reductions in compressive strength and 
stiffness of the timber. This is an important finding, since the majority of fire testing for CLT has 
focused on fire resistance of floor systems in bending where the modulus of rupture is a major 
contributing parameter to the load bearing capacity. In addition, widely used simplified timber fire 
design parameters, like the zero-strength layer, were derived from bending tests [93]. Compressive 
strength and stiffness are unlikely to exert major influences in bending tests, since extreme 
compressive stresses will only occur at the unexposed (cool) face. Thus, use of the 7 mm zero-
strength layer derived from bending tests should be avoided to predict the structural fire 
performance of CLT walls. Instead preference should be given to advanced calculation methods that 
explicitly account for the loss of compressive yield strength and stiffness. The current Eurocode 5 
[24], for example, includes data to enable advanced designers to do this. The results of the research 
presented in this paper highlight that assessment of lateral deflections of CLT walls in fire is likely to 
be critical to design considerations to reduce the probability of structural failure in fire. 

5 Conclusions 

This paper presents results from an experimental programme studying the load bearing capacity of 
cross-laminated timber walls exposed to heating from one side. The heating intensity, heating 
duration, adhesive type, and ply configuration of the CLT were varied between experiments. The 
heating exposure was achieved via radiant panels and the heating conditions were not directly 
comparable with the usual furnace testing. Instead the heating conditions created unique 
experimental conditions to isolate influencing parameters for structural failure in repeatable 
experiments. 

Despite similar char progression responses, the failure times of different adhesive type and ply 
combinations differed significantly. Specimens bonded with PU adhesive deflected more rapidly and 
failed earlier than those bonded with MUF adhesive. Three-ply specimens with a ply configuration of 
40-20-40 mm failed earlier than five-ply specimens with configuration 20-20-20-20-20 mm. This was 
attributed to the fact that in five-ply specimens, the thermal wave and pyrolysis front encountered 
orthogonal timber layers that did not significantly contribute to the load bearing capacity and 
thereby act as ‘sacrificial layers’. Based on these findings, the use of five-ply CLT is recommended to 
achieve higher fire performance of CLT walls. 

The failure of CLT walls in the fire decay (i.e. timber cooling) phase has been empirically 
demonstrated through a systematic and targeted experimental program. These structural failures 
were observed for five-ply samples but not for three-ply samples within the test series that induced 
an artificial cooling phase, for which both sample groups had been subjected to heating durations 
corresponding to 75 % of their times to failure when tested under constant applied heating (15 and 
25 minutes for three and five plies, respectively). Structural collapse in the decay/cooling phase was 
postulated to result from a complex interaction between thermal and structural factors wherein 
loading eccentricities generated during the heating phase increased the propensity for subsequent 
instability, in addition to structural deterioration from in-depth heating and creep deformations 
after the heating was halted. More research is needed to better understand the mechanical 
response of mass timber systems during cooling, and to provide design guidance to address the 
resulting concerns. 

The walls failed due to global instability, with runaway lateral deflections indicating compressive 
yielding as the major cause of failure. Thus, loss of stiffness and accumulated lateral deflections, 
rather than simply a loss of material strength alone, should be considered as key considerations that 
may lead to structural failure for CLT walls exposed to fire. More research is recommended towards 
better understanding of compressive stiffness losses and deflection histories for structural fire 
design of CLT and other mass timber systems.  
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